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ABSTRACT
To encourage teachers to use the language-experience

approach (LEA) in teaching reading-language skills, a workshop vas
conducted in which teachers participated in ajanguage-experience
lesson. Participants ,were asked to discuss'a controversial topic of
ciarrent interest; during.group discussion, ideas and votabulary were
_evoked from the group. Participants then wrote position statements on
the topic, using their own idease as well as ideas and vocabulary
gleaned from the discussion. Participants illustrated their
statements, considered vocabulary.words they had used as a result of
the discussion, read and-commented on certain aspects of each other's
papers, and placed their papers in a class'book. The-leader discussed
the demonstration and related it t9 the theory of LEA, stressing that
teachers use'studentse own language:and experiences, add new
vocabulary and ideas through group discussion and teacher input, get
these ideas and vocabulary incorporated in vritten form, have
students illustrate their work, gonduct follow-up activities, and
place student writing in a class:book. (Gil)
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Making the Theory of Language-ExOrience Approach

Practical in a Workshop Format

(2!leon: How do you get aduets to appt: the theom o6 the Language-

Expetience Aripavach?

Anstee,t: Have them actuatty pa,tticipate in a Language-Expekience Zesson,

in addition to pnovidinq them with pitacticat ideas iot its use

in the teaching oi mading-Zanguage skitts.

Most people who attend an LEA workshop these days have heard ofAhe

approach and many have tried it. Some come enthusiastically seeking new

it;eas to keep LEA exciting for their students but many come because they

have some problems or questions concerning'the approach itself, organization

for its use, or difficulties in keeping it alive and stimulating. For this.

teason, I begin the session by asking, everyone to jot down'some problems- or

questions they have about LEA. I ask them to check these off-as I.address

mySelf to them. At the conclusion of the workshop, I ask them to present

any concerns that haven't been mentioned and to share ideas and sol4tions

they have tried successfully.

The session begins with an expansioh on the familiar theory of LEA that

it is a technique which helps students learn to read in essentially the same

natural manner in which they learn to speak. LEA also produces total comn.u-

nicators who are active participants in the listening-speaking-writing-

readin2 process. I talk about v:.rious ways of usin tEA in the classroom as
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Language-Experience Approach-2

a total language arts program or as a supplemental way of teaching and

reviewing-reading-language skills. I discuss its use in remedial reading

and in work with beginning readers of any age from preschool to adult.

Before launching into the first major phase of the workshop, I share my

personal feelings about LEA and the satisfaction I have derived from using

it and seeing results in-the form of enthusiasm, progress, and therapeutic

effects with students.

In the participation section of the program, I present a topic of

current inter.est on which people have distinctly differing opinions. For

example, a recent topic was "Debate the Great Debates". Two main ideas were ,

presented fo.. people to choose: (1) The televised presidential debates were

helpful to me in making my choice. (2) The televised presidential debates

were not helpful to me -L. making My choice. Each participant was asked to

pick one point of view with which they agreed. They were asked to arrange a

sheet of paper in the following manner:

Tit& on Main Idea:

Idea4:

Vocabutany:

Potition:

(4 sentence's)

Potiticat. Cantoon:

'Then the group was.asked to share ideas on the two topics and-each

person was encouraged to.take note of good ideas to incorporate in their

position statement. Also, interesting votabulary.was'evoked from the group
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by the question, "What words come to your mind when you think of the main

idea . . .?" I added pertinent vocabulary to their list, such as, "nsipid",

"rehashing", "articulate", "evasive", "propoganda". They listed interesting

vocabulary on their papers to include in their own statements.

The next step in this process was to ask each participant to write a

four sentence position statement carrying out the main idea of their choice.

They were encouraged to make their statement have a good beginnin§, middle,

and ending. IThey were also told to include stimulating ideas and vocabulary

they had gleaned from the discussion as well as their own original thoughts

and words.

After the participants finished writing their statements, I asked them

to reread what they had written and devise a cartoon (stick-figures would

do nicely) which illustrated an important point in their argument. I asked

them to write a caption beneath their cartoon.

Following this stage of LEA, I went into some follow-up techniques. I

'asked each person to underline vocabulary words they had used as a result of

the previous discussion. I asked them also, to circle their "favorite"

word - one that really had an interesting sound or meaning for them. .Then

I asked some of the following questions:

"How many oti youk undttined ok'cikcted wortd4 au. nouns?

Let's tist .6ome on. the bcait.d4"

"How many ake adjectives, veitbs, etc. Let's j.list them."

I put these words into categories. Then asked them to use a noun, verb, and

, an adjective to generate a new sentence.
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A second follow-up activity was on Fact and Opinion. I read some

statements concernina the topic of the debates and asked them to decide

if these were facts or opinions. Then I had them exchange papers and

circle the facts in another person's paper and underline the opinions. If

people had their paper returned and discovered that they had mostly opinions

in their statement, I asked them to choose an opinion and write two facts'

they could use to back up their opinion.

At the conclusion of this process, I told them I wanted to collect all

the papers of people who had written on the first main.idea and all those

who had written on the second. I had pieces of construction paper which had

the two titles representing the two main ideas: "The 'Great' Debates -

Debatable" and "The Great Debates !Great Idea". I put these covers with

the appropriate papers and stapled them on the sides to make "books". I

placed them on the table in back of the room and told everyone that they

should look through the booklet of their choice on the way out to see who

would be some likely, affable people with whom to have coffee/tea after the

workshop..

Then this whole demonstration was discussed and related to the theory

of LEA. The following main points were stressed:

1. Use ;lie students' own tanguage and expetiences.

2. Add hew vocabutaty and ideas thkough gaoup dis-

cussion and teachek-input.

3. Get these ideas and vocabuZaty inconpmated in

a mitten licam, Oeusing an a main idea and

4tuszing a beginning, middee and endt.o the

lg.
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Language-Experience Approach-5

4. Have stildents Aead and then ittustkate, encoutaging

them to show impottant detai.24 o6 the wliting-in

tilts ittustnation.

5. Then, use what'has been mitten by the 4tudent4,

.eithet the vocabuZaty oA the iderts, i0A apptoptiate

iottow-up activities.

6. And Zast, but not teast, tet the 4tudentz sham, that

wAiting in book ioAm.

To conclude this phase of the workshop I briefly discuss how this

whole process of story dictation is just,one phase of LEA, that of getting

the speech into print. I ask participants to tell the difference between

this LEA process and a creative writing activity. Also, I mention practi-

cal aspects of story dictation for students of various levels from non-

reader to remedial reader, to adult functional illiterate, as well as hints

on how to make story-dictation work for groups and individuals. A biblio-

graphy of good resources for LEA ideas and theory is then distributed.

The second phase of the workshop consists of "walking" the participants

through a display of handouts and numerous charts and books produced by

students of all ages, showing the various ways LEA_dan be utilized in teach-

ing reading-language skills. The general categories that are represented

and discussed in this display are:

Wotd Bank Ideas

.WAiting Stimutatons

Book 7 Making Idea's

Re29Ad , Keeping Wi.th LEA

6
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Teacchimg Comptehemicin with LEA

Teaching_WAd Attack with LEA

Teaching Gemmat Vocabutany'and Sight

Vocabatany with LEA

Teaching 'GA....mmax and Punctuation with LEA

Intetcating.Students n Liteitalacke with LEA

-MiAcettaneou4

By the time participants have gone through this entire process of ex-

periencing the abstract theory of LEA and sething and discussing acival

student productions, they are eager to try out many of the ideas and they

have a clearer understanding of LEA as a total communication-thinkinc! process.


